
From 2013 - 2014,  
I wrote a weekly column for LAIMYours.com

called “where shall we meet?” 

I’d just moved back after 7 years in NYC 
and essentially this was my love letter to L.A.

- -- here are a few that I hope you enjoy.  

sophia stuart | teamgloria.com

teamgloria@teamgloria.com 
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where shall we meet?

For more on Alfred, you can find them at 
8428 Melrose Pl. You can also give them 
a ring at 323.944.0811 and check out 
their website here.

  

Perhaps it’s a Saturday and you’ve wilted after picking up 
something naughty in satin at Kiki de Montparnasse, together 
with a bottle of fragrance at Chloé, Italian milk soap from Santa 
Maria Novella, and then taking a wistful gaze at the chandeliers 
in Connoisseur Antiques. You need caffeine–and quite 
possibly a sour cherry and chocolate scone.

Joshua Zad would agree with you. As a real estate developer he 
saw the boom in retail along Melrose Place but there was nowhere 
to sit and relax and sip a latte, surrounded by your shopping bags, 
and take a breath.

A born and bred Angeleno, Joshua had once lived on Alfred 
Street, off Melrose Place (the café is called Alfred in homage), and 
spent a couple of years working in interior design, in Dallas, TX. 
So he had great ideas about the sort of space he’d like to create: “I 
wanted it to blend in with the retail on Melrose Place,” he 
explained, “To be the sort of place that feels like it’s been here for 
sixty to seventy years and serves a really good cup of coffee.”

It’s really two spaces: the ground level is inviting and cozy with a 
fireplace, subway tile and retro rose-strewn wallpaper. 
Downstairs, where the Rag & Bone clad staff serve Stumptown 
coffee and an assortment of excellent pastries, is more industrial 
chic, all black and white décor, with recycled light fittings and a 
good-sized communal table.

It does feel like it’s been here forever. But it only opened in late 
January this year and is already popular with those who come to 
shop, or work, on Melrose Place and then stop awhile at tables by 
the open windows at Alfred to watch the beautiful people drift by.
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where shall we meet?

Holy Guacamole: 2906 Main St

Santa Monica, CA 90405  

You’ve been living in Echo Park (adjacent) for so long, you forgot there was the 
Pacific Ocean somewhere over there. But there is. And you need to feel the sand in 
your toes, the salt on your skin and the sun on your back.

Start early, carpool with friends, make a playlist and replenish the tap water in one 
of those eco-tinted to-go containers you take to yoga. Arrive at Ocean Park, just 
south of Santa Monica, spread out on the beach and read that book you’d be too 
embarrassed to break open nearer home.

After a morning at the beach (wear sunscreen and a becomingly large hat) you are 
going to need Mexican food. Good Mexican food. From a tiny little place called 
Holy Guacamole. As the menu says:

“TACOS FROM HEAVEN
HOT SAUCE FROM HELL”

Order as you walk in, then take a seat and wait for your name to be called. It’s a 
simple menu: burritos, tacos, salsa, chips, beans, Spanish rice and guacamole, of 
course. The house specialty is Al Pastor (pork, marinated in Mexican BBQ sauce 
and grilled) and you can get it wet, topped with mole sauce and melted cheese and 
sour cream if you’re going to lie down in a darkened room and nap soon after.

While you watch your order being cooked on the huge stainless steel grill, admire 
the shelves of hot sauces and sip a Jarritos soda for a bubbly taste of 1950s Mexico 
in lurid colors and hard-to-find flavors like Guava, Hibiscus and Mandarin. And 
don’t forget to look up and enjoy the mural that gives the place its name – an 
ecstatic Greek god enjoying a juicy divine avocado with chubby cherubs holding 
vast plates of Mexican food.

Holy Guacamole has just seven comfortable wooden bar stools at the counter and 
five tables along the wall, room for two people each. So there’s no noisy crowds 
here, just serious lovers of authentic Mexican food, freshly sun-kissed with sand 
between their toes.
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where shall we meet?

Café Stella is located at 3932 Sunset 
Boulevard. Vacation Vinyl is located 
3815 Sunset Boulevard, just around the 
corner from Stella.

  

So you made that commitment to vinyl (way before everyone else jumped on the bandwagon) but 
there are still are a few rare Japanese imports to hunt down of obscure mid-nineties re-issues. 
This is where Silver Lake comes into its own – a place where musicians still dream in broken 
chords above the reservoir by night. They also hang out at Vacation Vinyl on Sunset Boulevard by 
day. But first, you’ll need sustenance, in the way of a light breakfast, because Vacation Vinyl 
doesn’t open until 11AM.

Café Stella is a two-minute walk from Vacation Vinyl (we timed it and the parking lot behind the 
café accepts validation so leave your car) and pretty mellow at 9.30AM. Pick a seat just inside the 
French windows that open onto the patio for optimum filtered sunlight on the eyelashes and a 
sense of joie de vivre.

Order something very Parisian like the excellent baguette, butter and jam (only $2) with a 
generous pot of Earl Grey Imperial tea from Mariage Freres (since 1854, so you know it’s good). If 
Sophie is on the breakfast shift, you can even practice your French (you know you want to).

Now you’re almost awake, Vacation Vinyl will be open. Mark Thompson, co-owner, is a patient 
man. There’s a distinct etiquette to running a record shop. A subtle nod of respect as one enters 
but none of the cheery “Can I help you find anything?” like at other retail emporia. You’re here to 
dream, browse and do that tip-toe-through-the-magic-sleeves with your fingertips, a sharp intake 
of breath when you see they have That Here.

Don’t forget to do an appreciative glance over to Mark whenever a really good track comes on. 
That’s when you’ll notice that the place is full of cassette tapes.

“Yes,” said Mark Thompson, “Cassette tapes are making a big comeback. There’s lots of rare stuff 
that’s hard to find and it’s on cassette.”

Who knew?

As you walk back down Sunset on your way to the car, you might need a strong mid-morning 
coffee back at Café Stella to sort through the bounty you just bought, and relish those quick-flick-
of-the-eyes admiring stares as you pass by. It feels good to be ahead of the pack once more – with 
your Vauxhall and I cassette tape from Morrissey.
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where shall we meet?

Samuel French Theatre and Film 
Bookshop
7623 Sunset Blvd 
The Pikey
7817 W Sunset Boulevard.
  

It’s hard not to get caught up in Pilot Season when you live in this town. The overnight successes, the 
ingénue, the character actor, the gay best friend and the not-quite-as-pretty-as-the-lead (but works a 
lot more in commercials) of the next smash hit live and work among us.

It could be you. You studied acting. You do have a Scene prepared, right? No? Get thee to Samuel 
French!

The Internet is great for bargains and home delivery but when you need to immerse yourself in the 
text, browse the extensive collection (and see who’s reading in the green room at the back) you need a  
real bookshop. Samuel French is celebrating 65 years in Hollywood (think of the luminaries that 
looked at that shelf of Tennessee William plays before you) and the helpful staff can direct you to the 
perfect monologue.

Grab a copy of Backstage before you leave Samuel French and comb through the auditions listings 
next door at The Pikey over a light lunch. Quick caveat – the word Pikey is not, how can we put this, a 
nice word. It’s slang for someone from the Emerald Isle who perhaps does not have a permanent 
abode. Nomenclature aside, The Pikey is an excellent place to meet.

On the site of the former Coach & Horses, the new incarnation looks like an authentic, but spruced-
up, pub from the East End of London complete with sinister gangster-like portraits on the wall done 
by Ben (brother of Naomi) Watts, green leather booths, marble topped tables and red velvet drapes as 
you enter to “keep out the wintry cold” (yes, a British touch, amusing in Los Angeles).

You could have the fish and chips (they’re splendid, especially with a side of Brussels sprouts and 
boiled bacon) but you’re about to start auditioning again so stick to the tasty Romaine Salad with 
roast chicken and Green Goddess dressing.

As you might expect, there’s a suspiciously large number of British accents at The Pikey. And this is 
Hollywood after all. So you never know whom you might meet. Here’s a conversation starter for you. 
Point to your Green Goddess dressing (basil, mint, tarragon) and say, “Do you think they named this 
dressing after Diana Moran who starred on BBC’s Breakfast Time in the 80s as the fitness guru, 
Green Goddess?”

You’ll be glad you picked up that audition piece next door at Samuel French when they give you a 
screen test.
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where shall we meet?

Pi on Sunset
8828 Sunset Blvd, West Hollywood, CA 
90069

  

The cruise, or resort, collections from the world’s largest fashion houses will be showing soon, so it’s 
time to gather up armfuls of glossy European magazines and pour over opulence for life aboard a 
Portofino bound vessel. You’ll need lots of floaty white linens and probably a small peaked cap with 
braid, no doubt.

One can dream.

The best place to scoop up the latest titles from London, Paris and Milan is Studio City. More 
specifically, Laurel Canyon News at the intersection of Ventura Boulevard. Come rain or come shine, 
all the fashion magazines are there. As well as the world’s newspapers like the Financial Times (with 
excellent fashion coverage by Vanessa Friedman, particularly on a Saturday) and obscure one-off 
style titles so beloved by Japanese connoisseurs.

Laurel Canyon News is even on Twitter–how modern–@LC_NEWSSTAND so follow them and dash 
out to pick up the last copy of Vogue Italia when the new deliveries hit town.

Take your stash of glamour across the street to Du-pars and sit at the counter where a dripping glass 
of iced water awaits you and a menu straight out of 1938 (when Du-pars first opened). Choose from 
perennial American favorites like hot cakes, French Toast (never seen in Paris), English muffins (not 
known of in London, although similar in texture to the British crumpet), meat loaf or the Du-par 
Ultimate Trio (soup or salad, half a sandwich and a slice of freshly baked pie).

When you’re eating at Du-pars, you can smile at the impression our friends on the Other Coast have 
about California. Did you know that at Viand (2130 Broadway at 75th St, NYC), the California Salad 
is a plate of fresh fruit salad with jell-o and cottage cheese? How fabulously late 60s to early 70s!

Talking of that golden period of Californian history, the CBS Studio Center is three minutes walk 
away from Du-pars, (east on Ventura, take a left on Radford) and during its time as CBS/MTM it’s 
where the Mary Tyler Moore show was shot. Still to this day, studio types can be seen digging into a 
grilled cheese while slurping a club soda back at Du-pars before a table reading. Of course the Doris 
Day Show (not the first season, but thereafter) was also shot at CBS Studio Center.

Now there are two stars that would have stayed slim on the California salad special (hold the jello) as 
opposed to today’s stars (black coffee and a vitamin B12 shot) and must have inspired many a resort 
collection: pleats, chiffon, low maintenance summer hair-dos and a devil-may-care sunshine outlook 
on life.

Laurel Canyon News
12100 Ventura Blvd

Du-Pars
12036 Ventura Blvd.
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where shall we meet?

Pi on Sunset
8828 Sunset Blvd, West Hollywood, CA 
90069

  

Are your nerves frayed a little by the Upfronts? Even if you’re not (strictly) in 
television production it’s a little tense right now as everyone wonders which 
series will get canned versus whose giant poster will seal their stardom gleam on 
the HBO board at 9000 Sunset Boulevard.

Maybe you work for a major advertising agency. Your nights are spent fretting 
about what to spend your client’s money on this year (such a tough job–
especially if you get it wrong–what with all those audience measuring 
effectiveness tools–no, we don’t know what they do either). Either way, it’s a 
frenzied moment in the bi-coastal calendar.

Perhaps you need a long lunch of soothing Middle Eastern cuisine? Excellent. 
Then head to Pi on Sunset, as soon as it opens (12 noon). It has a gentle 
ambiance early on, whereas later it becomes a Hookah (read that again carefully) 
lounge and the stars come out to play.

At noon it’s quiet and thoughtful and has lovely cross breezes across the tiny 
dining room. Upstairs is a banqueting area for larger events, family occasions 
and late night philosophical discussions until 2AM.

Open since 2007, Pi on Sunset is undergoing a renovation from a traditional, 
almost antique Middle Eastern décor to set off its authentic cuisine to a more 
upscale experience. But the authenticity remains in the food, which is utterly 
delicious. Which is just as it should be, because Kelly Hamadeh, the owner of Pi 
on Sunset has created a wonderful family business.

“My family is very involved. My wife helps out in various departments and my 
mother initially helped putting together the kitchen and brought her home 
recipes, hence the authenticity of the flavors.”

So what to eat? Well, if you’re looking to nibble just a few appetizers, you can’t go 
wrong with hummus, the Mezza plate of vegetables and the salty-oily Tomato 
Feta with a side of warm pita bread. Finish the whole thing off with their famous 
dessert called Outhmaliyyè (crispy filo dough, cream, pistachios, syrup, made to 
order).

Linger long enough to breathe in the scent of the Beirut (Turkish) coffee with its 
aromatic cardamom over a darkly brewed base, served in an elegant 4oz cup. 
Feel your cares vanish. Look over at the view of other people rushing-rushing-
rushing around in their cars. It doesn’t have to be this way. Take another sip of 
your silky-smooth Beirut coffee and start writing that novel.
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where shall we meet?

5308 Laurel Canyon Blvd, North 
Hollywood, Los Angeles, CA 91607
cartersexton.com

  

Are you a little low on art supplies? It’s always best to keep stocked up on decoupage 
materials (Shabby Chic is still a good look for Southern Californian sun-faded furniture) or 
what, in England, are called Rainy Day Cupboard Materials – paints, brushes, glue sticks, 
gilt paper and canvas. If you’re having sleepless nights, there’s nothing like a spot of Vision 
Board creation (with friends, lovers or both) to re-ignite your enthusiasm for life.

Where’s the best place for Rainy Day Cupboard Materials? It’s definitely Carter Sexton. 
Open since 1944, in the same location, on Laurel Canyon, between Magnolia and 
Chandler. In the best tradition of Los Angeles businesses, it started as a family concern, by 
Carter himself and was taken over by his daughter Diane and her husband Neil. About four 
years ago Chris Hauser (who was like a son to Neil and Diane and had worked as a clerk, 
then manager in the store) left the music publishing business and made the leap to 
entrepreneurship.

It is a place that truly caters to the professional (or brilliant amateur) artist. Carter Sexton 
will stretch canvas to your specifications; source hard-to-find replacement parts for 
airbrushes, as well as clean and repair them and sells a beautiful range of paints from 
many glorious brands. The sculpting department is also outstanding, featuring tools for 
the wood, clay or stone sculptor. A gallery runs throughout the store to inspire customers 
and celebrate the artists who shop here year after year.

With your bag of Rainy Day Cupboard Materials safely in the trunk of your car, head not 
far south, just a few blocks, to see what 1970s Los Angeles must have looked like. Four ‘N 
20 started as pie shop in 1969 and has been at the Valley Village location for thirty-six 
years. Named after the children’s nursery rhyme–”Four ‘N 20 blackbirds, baked in a 
pie” (a rather sinister allusion), the restaurant is a marvelous throwback with wooden 
latticework at the windows, Tiffany-esque lamps and carved wooden Bavarian style chairs.

Breakfast is served all day and much of it under ten bucks. The Health Nuts sandwich is 
deeply 70s (avocado, Swiss, tomato and alfalfa sprouts on whole wheat with generous 
chunks of pineapple and melon on the side). And what’s not to love about a drinks menu 
that features malts, shakes – and V8 juice – to let you know you’re truly in Los Angeles. 
Take a slice of strawberry pie (seasonal – so available right now) home to eat later while 
you’re digging into those Rainy Day Cupboard Materials and creating a masterpiece, 
courtesy of Carter Sexton.
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where shall we meet?

Rachel Ashwell Shabby Chic Couture, 
1013 Montana Avenue, Santa Monica.

rachelashwellshabbychiccouture.com

  

There is an image of Southern California that is all slip covered linen squishy sofas, 
cross breezes through diaphanous drapes, the Pacific Ocean reflecting off a vintage 
chandelier and giant pillows that could cure heartbreak. The woman responsible for 
this image is, of course, British. Because only someone who grew up in relentless 
drizzle and bleak winter days could create life on a cloud of beauteous imperfection 
in perpetual summer sun. Rachel Ashwell started the original Shabby Chic in 1989 
and we went to the store on Montana Avenue (the site of the first HQ) to meet Janis 
Faye, Visual Director for the past decade, to find out more.

The brand is now re-named Rachel Ashwell Shabby Chic Couture after a 
challenging few years, which saw its owner pull back from a prior investment and 
expansion strategy (sadly filing bankruptcy when the market tanked) and start all 
over again.

The vision is stronger than ever. The store on Montana is a delicious place to linger 
and find inspiration. As Janis Faye explains, her job is to interpret Rachel Ashwell’s 
vision, and always with reference to the words “beauty, comfort and function.”

The function piece is key. All the slipcovers are machine washable and designed for a 
life full of dogs napping and children eating dangerously melting ice cream cones. 
The store’s merchandise is like a movie set, allowing you to dream of a life redolent 
with scented candles. In fact, the most common phrase you’ll hear from customers to 
the store is “I don’t want to leave!” says Janis.

Many customers buy off the shop floor because they love the juxtaposition of 
Bloomsbury Sectional Sofa, Moroccan Leather Ottoman (who doesn’t love an 
ottoman) and Sybil floor lamp with a blowsy floral shade and a crystal finial. The bed 
linens are dreamily romantic in collections called Petticoat Blush (or Kensington 
Stripe if you’re a bit butch for the blush) and yet withstand years of washing machine 
cycles.

There’s a magical essence to the brand and much of it is centered on its fixation with 
beauty, but one with attainable imperfections. You don’t feel underdressed when you 
walk into the store, you feel invited to sink into a sofa. The brand’s recent 
collaboration with TOMS, (the buy one/donate one) shoe company is indicative of its 
soul. As is the notion of restoring vintage fabrics, chandeliers and wooden furniture – 
it’s a very British wartime “Make Do and Mend” notion – which feels good – practical 
and yet still utterly gorgeous.
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where shall we meet?

Silicon Beach is the three mile stretch 
between Venice and Santa Monica. The 
Ivy is located at 1535 Ocean Ave, Toscana 
is located at 11633 San Vicente Blvd, and 
SUGARFISH Santa Monica is located at 
1345 2nd Street.

  

With the shift to digital, the entertainment industry is drifting away from the Hollywood Hills and heading to the 
beach. Many companies between Venice and Santa Monica have now gathered (metaphorically) under a virtual 
sun-shade-parasol and dubbed the area “Silicon Beach”. Not to be confused with the other Silicon Beach in 
Brighton, England, or the one in Sydney, Australia, either although there are many similarities in sunny outlook 
and a more relaxed dress code to the office.

So in an area more chilled than posh, where do these Silicon Beach executives have their power lunches? We went 
to meet Richard Rosenblatt, Chairman and CEO of Demand Media to find out.

Born and bred in Los Angeles, Richard Rosenblatt, has launched, nurtured and sold many companies (including 
Myspace to News Corp) within the Silicon Beach area. Like many born in the San Fernando Valley, Rosenblatt 
longed for the Westside and the beach communities. He studied at UCLA during his undergraduate years and then 
moved to USC Law School to complete his J.D.

In 1994, Rosenblatt co-founded a very early ecommerce outfit called iMall. Rosenblatt Sr. had just introduced his 
son to something called the World Wide Web (as it was known at the time), which is less surprising when you find 
out that Richard’s father was a nuclear physicist (Arpanet era and all that – look it up – fascinating stuff).

Several companies later, Rosenblatt created a new type of digital content and services company in 2006 and called 
it Demand Media (now a top 20 Media Network according to comScore April 2013 with 125 million global unique 
visitors). “When we started Demand Media, we saw an unfilled need,” he explains, “For the kind of content people 
are looking for to help them in their lives.”

This content ranges from the famous humor brand, Cracked (which was conceived as a magazine back in 1958 and 
is now a powerful digital presence within the Demand Media family) to eHow, the home of thousands of 
instructional videos (don’t miss Beyond the Gnome if you’re planning a garden re-design). Demand Media’s latest 
acquisition is “creativebug” a global workshop online for a vast community of craft types who want to learn, share 
and improve their skills. There you’ll find everything from ceramics to embroidery and beyond (the wedding video 
workshops are particularly popular if you fancy making your own romantic Rice Paper Lanterns and pretty Pom 
Pom Garlands).

Silicon Beach is a beautiful stretch of Southern California, but it’s not Beverly Hills in restaurant terms. So where do 
execs meet to do business? “There are various places,” says Rosenblatt, “From ‘Ivy At The Shore’, which is a great 
place to meet, to more relaxed quick get-to-know-you lunches at Sugarfish or, for more serious business, that 
require a bit more privacy, I head to Toscana.”

And then Rosenblatt revealed the true reason many people have set up their companies along the coast. “Of course 
whenever I need to relax, I ride my bicycle – often with my children – along the beach to the Pier and we eat 
coconut sorbet.” Perfection – couldn’t do that in the Hollywood Hills – sea breezes, sweet dairy-free snacks and the 
future of entertainment – welcome to Silicon Beach.
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where shall we meet?

Chevalier’s Books

126 N Larchmont Blvd

chevaliersbooks.mybooksandmore.com

georgesnyder.org

  

An independent bookshop is a rare and wondrous thing these days. Full of curiously personal 
choices in hardback on front shelves, classics in the middle, a few dodgy self-help in the back 
(because one doesn’t want to be spotted if things have got that bad), readings by local authors and 
hopefully a children’s story time on late summer Sunday afternoons.

We asked LA-based writer, George Snyder, to recommend his favorite and he said, “Let’s meet at 
Chevalier’s Books on Larchmont”. It was an excellent suggestion. Larchmont is the land that 
time forgot – a 1920s-era stretch for locals to grab a newspaper, get a ‘short back and sides’ (and 
“something for the weekend, sir?”) at the old-fashioned barbers and gossip for hours over a 
decent cup of coffee.

“Larchmont is especially lovely very early in the morning,” Snyder remarked when we met, “When 
the gardeners have just watered the lawns and flowers and there’s a mist in the air and if you 
squint out the palm trees you really could be in a nice part of Ohio or Illinois or in some sweet 
English village.”

George Snyder, originally from the Midwest, moved to L.A from NYC where he had worked at 
Sotheby’s. “I came to Los Angeles for love, stayed for the weather,” he said, and found himself in 
the entertainment business, working on the production side of Buffy the Vampire Slayer. Only in 
L.A. does this sort of career switch happen.

Somewhere along the way he started writing the blog called 1904(http://georgesnyder.org) to 
gather material and piece together strands of interconnected lives, giving rise to many of the 
characters who later appeared in his three novels. Why 1904? “1904 was the year both Cecil 
Beaton and Cary Grant were born,” he said, “And one has to start somewhere, it seemed as good a 
year as any.”

Chevalier’s Books has been on Larchmont a long time (not as far back as 1904, but since 1940, 
which is forever in L.A history) and still bears the hallmarks of its original purpose as a bank, with 
a black-and-white marble floor and a copper-lined vault. Now owned by retired English teacher, 
Filis Winthrop, who taught at L.A High for many years, the selection of books is superb, as one 
might expect.

Snyder loves Chevalier’s Books (and not just because they have copies of his latest novel, “Into 
Deeper Water”, the third in his witty trilogy about tales of this city) because he lives nearby and 
there’s nothing nicer than taking an early stroll to a bookshop to find a good novel to read.

“Chevalier’s is a real independent bookstore,” he says, as we looked through the shelves together, 
“Very literary and traditional the way I like it, where the edgy material is a French novel by 
Simenon, and you can be sure they have the Duchess of Devonshire’s latest installment of her 
memoirs. Heaven.”

Chevalier’s Books is located at 126 N Larchmont Blvd.
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where shall we meet?

Pedaler’s Fork
23504 Calabasas Rd, Calabasas, CA, 91302. 
pedalersfork.com
hellodesign.com (david lai)

  

It’s a lovely drive up to Calabasas from Hello, the creative digital agency’s Culver City HQ. But CEO/
Creative Director, David Lai, does it on a bicycle. That’s 28.2 miles up Temescal Canyon (an elevation of 
344 feet) to Mullholland. Thank goodness there’s a restaurant (with a bike shop attached) at the top 
called Pedaler’s Fork.

Opened less than two months ago, Tim Rettele and Robbie Schaeffer started Pedaler’s Fork to celebrate 
the Southern California outdoor lifestyle (there’s even a bike mechanic on staff so you know serious riders 
come here). Pedaler’s Fork is part of the Farm-to-Table movement. No less than ten local farms are listed 
as suppliers on their site and the menu features plenty of delicious choices from spiced flax granola to 
baby salad greens with pulled chicken. If you’re looking for something a little more comforting, have the 
grilled cheese with a side of tomato soup. But it’s unlikely you’ll want to get on a bike afterwards.

David Lai cycles up to Pedaler’s Fork with a local chapter of the Fireflies, a global cycling phenomena, 
which was started in England in 2001 by Sandy Watson Scott, then Head of TV for advertising giant M&C 
Saatchi. Their motto is FOR THOSE WHO SUFFER WE RIDE and is both an endurance feat for 
dedicated cyclists from the advertising, film and digital worlds, as well as a serious fundraising operation 
for those devastated by cancer.

Lai grew up in the other Manhattan (the one in Kansas) with Taiwanese parents and his creative talents 
emerged early. “From the age of about five years old I was never without scissors, glue and paper,” he 
laughs. Lai slipped into the digital life through the netherworld of the Bulletin Board System (before the 
web, kids) and engaged in lively discussions on the Berkeley Macintosh Users Group about the emerging 
graphical user interface world. While still a teenager, Lai decided he could do a better job re-working a set 
of icons and sent them off to the company concerned. They called: “Could you get on a plane and work for  
us this summer?” He had to break it to them that he was only 15 years old – but his parents gave 
permission and his creative digital career began. While studying abroad in Japan, Lai contacted all the 
agencies he wanted to work with in California and got a job with the great Clement Mok at Studio 
Archetype, moving down to Los Angeles to join cow and then starting Hello design with Hiro Niwa almost 
fifteen years ago.

Getting back on a bike after many years was an important move for Lai. After over a decade of success 
with Hello, now the creative digital agency for design giants Herman Miller, Sony and MoMA, Lai 
realized, “I had just let life happen. I wasn’t as fit as I used to be. I had been on the Varsity swim team and 
a competitive bicyclist at school. One day I just got back on the bike and then joined up with Fireflies. It’s 
exhilarating to ride. It’s beautiful to ride here. It reminds me why I fell in love with L.A.”

“Riding tests you,” he says. “But in L.A there’s year-round enjoyment on the bike. And a great cup of 
coffee waiting at the top of the canyon at Pedaler’s Fork.” And a bike mechanic on staff, just to ensure you 
can get back down the canyon after brunch.
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where shall we meet?

Bob’s Coffee and Doughnuts
Original Farmers Market at 6333 West 3rd 
Street, Stall #450. 
susanandersonphoto.com 

  

The doughnut makers at Bob’s Coffee and Doughnuts in the Farmers Market start baking at 
4.30AM. Photographer Susan Anderson, who has an office not far from the market, likes to get 
there at ten. It’s still quiet enough to get a table, and a fresh batch of doughnuts is then warm from 
the ovens. Susan always asks for a diner cup and saucer (they keep them under the counter). Then 
she sits at one of the small tables (usually the red-top – the white gives off too much of a glare–
photographers are highly sensitive to light, color and mood) and watches the other patrons.

“I don’t know anywhere else like this,” said Susan when we went to meet her at Bobs. “It’s got a 
certain charm – and a real cross-section of people. Like over there.” She nodded subtly to a small 
group of movie people huddled over their own diner cups and half-eaten doughnuts. We looked 
closer – yes, honest-to-god they were sketching ideas on napkins.

A lot of movie people come to Bobs. Not suits, but creative types in retro headgear and interesting 
glasses, talking intently. There are other places to drink coffee and eat a doughnut, but if you want to 
feel very L.A Noir, you sit at Bob’s.

Which is why Susan Anderson goes there. L.A Noir is one of the reasons she moved to Los Angeles in 
2001 from Chicago and there’s a sometimes dark, often mysterious, strain running through her own 
work. Even in High Glitz, her book and exhibition about tiny toddler beauty queens, there’s an 
unsettling soul-behind-the-eyes Noir approach.

After spending a year abroad at the University of Madrid, “Which changed my life,” Susan says, she 
stayed in Spain, celebrated her 21st birthday there, and went wild; dated a bass player, followed him 
on tour and ended up in Barcelona as a production designer on the “Dark Justice” TV show about a 
high court judge turned vigilante.

Returning to the USA, she worked in TV production and commercials as an art director. And all the 
while she took photographs, building up her portfolio and made the move to L.A in 2001. She now 
shoots editorial and commercial work for brands like People, Glamour and Playboy magazine. Patrick 
Painter, Inc (L.A) and TORCH Gallery (Amsterdam) both represent her fine art work.

Bob’s is a no-nonsense coffee shop – perfect for a woman who grew up in the Midwest. But it also sits 
on that strange vortex running through L.A, where you could be sitting next to someone unlucky in 
love, or someone who’s going to wake up famous tomorrow.

“To be in the game, you have to be in either New York or Los Angeles and I wanted palm trees and 
blue skies – and L.A Noir – and somewhere like Bobs to drink coffee and eat doughnuts in a very 
Twin Peaks/David Lynch sort of a way,” she explains. After Susan left we noticed a few cops in line to 
get a refill on their coffee. Or were they actors? Or real-life cops consulting on a TV series-slash-
movie? You never quite know at Bobs. Cue mysterious Noir-ish music and Fade To Black.
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where shall we meet?

Gelato Bar & Espresso Caffe
4342 Tujunga Ave in San Fernando Valley.
Jessica Denay: hotmomsclub.com 

  

There’s a small stretch of Tujunga Avenue that is full of magical antique stores with twinkling chandeliers and chubby 
cherubs (“Swag”), Parisian style sidewalk cafes (“Aroma”), several petite boutiques for little girls and their mamas to play 
dress up in pretty frocks and the Gelato Bar & Espresso Caffe, a cool throwback to old world Italy. Especially busy after 
school gets out when a crowd appears at the big chest freezer full of enticing pastel shades of authentic Italian gelato.

Jessica Denay, founder of the Hot Moms Club, author, and “Mommywood” contributor to glossy magazines, has been 
going to the Gelato Bar since it opened almost seven years ago. Her son Gabriel was then six. He’s now thirteen, but still 
faithful to either the vanilla or the coconut (with chocolate wafer) gelato. Both Gabriel’s parents have Italian heritage, his 
father is actor Bryan Dattilo from Days Of Our Lives. Jessica’s mother is Italian and, as she says, “I grew up on pasta and 
gelato, two things I rarely eat now I live in Los Angeles!”

Jessica Denay was born in New Jersey and had no idea she would ever live in Los Angeles. It wasn’t even on her wish list. 
She was happy back East, teaching high school, and counseling troubled teens, until the school closed and she built her own 
business as a private tutor to young performers on Broadway.

But in 1998, Hollywood came calling. Pierce Brosnan and his wife Keely hired Jessica to tutor their son during the filming of 
the Thomas Crown Affair and she was suddenly in the whirlwind of Hollywood celebrities and their entourages. She stayed 
with the Brosnan family until 2005 when she founded Hot Moms Club.

“It started as a joke,” she said, “My friends and I all wanted to feel good about ourselves, to feel ‘Hot’, even though we were 
now moms. There were no real resources online at the time. Motherhood in L.A felt a bit staid or hidden away. Hot Moms 
Club was the first place online where we addressed moms as women first.”

The business grew and found a calling in Hollywood as the cool place for celebrity moms to prepare for motherhood. As 
Jessica says, “We’ve become the ultimate Hollywood Wing Moms!” This translates into working with celebs’ managers and 
their teams to test and source products from trusted providers, handle media outlets and throw a great baby shower. In 
recent years, Jessica and her team have worked on pre-baby-celebrations for Hollywood moms like Mariska Hargitay, Kelly 
Rutherford and Ana Ortiz from the new TV series, Devious Maids.

Jessica has written three books in the Hot Moms series, helping moms everywhere navigate the new world of babyhood 
from bump to baby and then from playdate to date night. In between Hot Moms Club events and parenting her own son, 
Gabriel, Jessica heads to Italy when she can. Not too long ago, she took a trip with her mother and sister to Naples, Sorento 
and Capri and then backpacked around Sicily.

You don’t have to be Italian to enjoy gelato. But there’s a special nostalgic and gently dramatic sigh that only Italians can 
carry off when one mentions gelato. The Gelato Bar and Espresso Caffe on Tujunga has that effect on people. It might be the 
communal wooden family-style table in the middle, or the chilled jug of water on the sideboard, perhaps the big chest 
freezer, the theatrical yellow and green striped walls, the sky blue ceiling or all of the above. It’s a sweet place. And with the 
bambino size on offer, a little scoop of Italian vanilla gelato can’t be (that) naughty. Jessica Denay would give it the Hot 
Moms gentle nod of approval. But only after you’ve eaten your vegetables.
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where shall we meet?

Euro Caffe
9559 S. Santa Monica Blvd in Beverly Hills. 
eurocaffebh.com 
lulubertonlive.wordpress.com

  

In Italy there are tiny bar-slash-cafes on every corner. Locals would be hard pressed to recall the names of any 
of them. They’d just do that Italian pout-and-shrug move and gesture wildly in the direction of the nearest 
one. They don’t really have names in Italy because they’re part of the family – an extension of your apartment 
in the building upstairs. A place where you knock back an espresso (standing up at the bar, with real 
granulated sugar), roar at the television when your football (soccer) team is playing and catch up with each 
other’s lives.

So when writer and stand-up comedian Lulu Berton left Italy (via a spell in London) and landed in Los 
Angeles, she sought out a neighborhood café before she bought a car. That’s what Italians do. They have to 
root themselves in the landscape, find a little corner of home, six thousand miles (or 9708 kilometers) away.

Euro Caffe has been in Beverly Hills since 2002 and gets pretty packed on match days. It’s a tiny 
neighborhood joint, kitted out exactly as it would appear on the corner in Milan or Rome. There are football 
scarves tacked up on the walls, a gleaming espresso machine, tiny white tables and the latest well-thumbed 
copies of Italian Vogue on the magazine rack. It also has that slight cool gloom that all Italian cafes have just 
after Mass and before a long family lunch and an even longer nap. You can eat well, yet simply, perhaps a 
Panini or plate of antipasto (ham, mortadella, salami, prosciutto, bresola, roma tomatoes, buffalo mozzarella) 
and a not-too-complicated coffee menu.

When we met Lulu Berton at Euro Caffe the other customers stared in admiration. That’s what happens when 
you’re six foot tall (and that’s before she steps into the Italian leather high heels) and wear movie star 
sunglasses. Lulu smiled happily at her chosen café. “See!” she said, “It’s simple – a few types of coffee, simple 
pastries: soccer, coffee and TV – Italian!”

Lulu is the Los Angeles based editor and correspondent for the Italian editions of Rolling Stone and 
Cosmopolitan as well as Corriere Della Sera’s Style magazine. She is also the author of an erotic comedic novel 
called Lick. It isn’t yet available in an English language version, just in the original Italian (Sonzogno, Rizzoli 
Group), and her literary friend and mentor, Philip Roth, suggested the title.

When she’s not hanging out at the Euro Caffe finishing up an article for an Italian magazine, or driving around 
in her light blue vintage Mercedes 380 SL listening to jazz, she’s on stage performing stand-up comedy or 
translating Italian gestures for foreign audiences on her website The Italian Bitch Experience.

“I’ve done a couple of gigs recently at The Comedy Store and I do this act about dating post divorce in L.A,” 
she explains, “I talk about the difference between dating Italian and American men.”

She knocks back the last dregs of her espresso and sighs dramatically. “Although I live in West Hollywood, 
which is why I’m still single.” And with that, she slips on the Fellini heroine sunglasses to brave the bright 
sunlight outside, just as one would exit a tiny Italian café/bar in Roma.
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where shall we meet?

amandafriedman.com 

  

Amanda Friedman’s photographs for Sunset magazine make you want to grab your sunglasses and mix tapes (because you’re 
still driving a vintage truck with a tape deck, obviously), a cowboy hat and hit the road and spend a long hot day at the beach 
(wear sunscreen, darlings). She’s that sort of a photographer – evocative, landscapes on a vast scale, exhilarating nature at its 
best.

When we met near her studio in Hollywood, Amanda said that her influences are, in no particular order, “Edward Hopper, 
Suburban Detroit and foggy nights.” But what she really loves to do is clear her mind and lay out on the sand in Malibu with a 
“guilty pleasure novel” – maybe a Jackie Collins novel (she just shot the British glamazon’s portrait for the Wall Street Journal).

When she’s not on location, Amanda Friedman is doing a subtle twist on celebrity portraiture for glossy magazines. Her female 
subjects, like her recent shots of Holly Hunter and Viola Davis for Stella magazine in the UK, are always strong, classy, shining 
through with beautiful defiance. Like many creative people who have informed our visual appreciation of Los Angeles, Amanda 
Friedman is not from here.

Born in Birmingham, Michigan, she got her BFA at the Rochester Institute of Technology in New York and it was love that 
brought her West. She was dating a fellow photographer at the time and he knew one person in Sherman Oaks so they sub-let 
and started to plot a life in Los Angeles. Here’s where the tale diverges from many who come seeking success. Many sit around 
their mostly empty apartments wondering when fame will come to call. Amanda Friedman was both hopeful and systematic in 
her approach. She would hunker down at the magazine racks in Borders and Barnes & Noble and draw up a pitch list of the art 
directors at the big titles. Then she made postcards of a single arresting image and (this is the important bit), mailed them out 
to her hit list of potential employers. She did this four times a year while continuing to assist other photographers and build her 
own portfolio. A couple of big breaks set her on her way. Charlie Hess, the renowned head art director who created the aesthetic 
at much-missed L.A title, Buzz, hired her to shoot Orlando Jones for Code magazine (known as the “black GQ”). Then she won 
the Avant Guardian award from Surface magazine in 1999. “It was the award that gave me confirmation – yes, I’m mean to be 
doing this!” she said.

The award also got her on Nylon magazine’s radar. Her work for them caught the attention of Stella magazine and her client list 
now ranges from Harry Winston to the New York Times, XXL (hip hop) to those inspiring road trip scenes for Sunset magazine.

But those days lying out on the beach will have to wait a little while. Amanda recently became a mother to a tiny baby boy – so 
Malibu and ice cream sundaes are on hold for the moment. Ironically there’s one aspect of motherhood that has helped her 
career. “Due to my son,” she explains, “I can now shoot amazing sunrises because I’m up that early.”

Another brilliant example of life’s challenges engendering art – sleep deprivation has its (temporary) advantages. And Amanda 
Friedman is making use of those early hours. Soon enough, she’ll be able to head back to the beach and get inspired all over 
again so we can sigh over those gorgeous California scenes she does so beautifully.
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where shall we meet?

Yolk: 1626 Silver Lake Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 

90026: shopyolk.com

  

Some people are very organized and they have gift cupboards (or a drawer in the kitchen) with gorgeous items for 
when one is invited to a Friday night supper in Benedict Canyon. If you’ve decided to become one of these people 
(arriving at people’s houses with a sense of ease, clutching scented candles, in a cloud of Arpège) then head to Yolk 
in Silver Lake, because they sell lots of delicious things.

Yolk is owned by Maria Neuman and once you’ve seen the exquisite products on display, you won’t be surprised to 
hear that she’s Scandinavian by birth, and remarkably international ever since.

Born in Sweden, Maria’s family moved to Australia when she was four and then to Connecticut during her high 
school years. She stayed East for college and then toughened up in London for a year before moving to the sniper 
fire of midtown Manhattan and the magazine industry. After Beauty Editor gigs on Jump (“for girls who dare to be 
real”) and Teen People she moved to Los Angeles to become the West Coast Editor on ELLE Girl and contributing 
editor for Cosmopolitan and Nylon. Her last magazine job was as Lifestyle Editor at OK magazine and then she 
looked around for something new to try. She bought Yolk in 2006.

“I used to style photo shoots when I was a magazine editor,” she smiles, “And now I style a store. It’s exciting when 
you find something new that no one has seen before and I know how to curate and present it so it looks completely 
enticing.”

Yolk’s tagline is “Free Range Design” so Maria travels to gift shows in Stockholm and Paris, as well as sourcing 
from local LA-based design teams. There’s hand-embroidered blankets from India, melamine trays in luscious 
rainbow colors, soft cotton bed linens and even dining tables from Portugal. Designers often visit Yolk to present 
their collections and the store has become a test outlet for many gorgeous product lines like the felt trivets (to put 
under a hot teapot) from Nepal, which “sold like crazy”.

There’s also an adorable children’s section at the back. Celebrities such as Halle Berry and Busy Philips have been 
spotted by the paparazzi, drawn in by the tiny gorgeousness from cult Japanese design house Makie, European 
books like the Babar series, over-sized wall stickers and even a child-sized reproduction of the 1958 Egg Chair by 
Arne Jacobsen.

Running a neighborhood store is a curious thing – it’s the last vestige of small town living. But due to the 
international design sensibility of Yolk, Maria is often recognized when abroad.

“I was at Heathrow airport outside London not long ago and a woman rushed up to me and said, ‘You own Yolk!’ 
And I laughed and said, ‘Yes, I do!’”

So what’s next for Yolk? Some own brand products are in the works and Maria’s finding her design journalism 
voice again on her blog and capturing pictures from her travels as @tjenamoss on Instagram. If you’re driving east 
on fountain and fancy a little light gift shopping, do stop by Yolk. The chicken sticker on the door is enough to 
make you feel better about life and they wrap gifts brilliantly.
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where shall we meet?

William Andrews Clark Memorial Library is 
located at 2520 Cimarron St.

  

There’s something so romantic about a library. It might be the overhead lamps and the 
hush of the reading room. Perhaps the thrill of discovering once-outlawed texts now 
collected in fine cabinets or the pleasure of gathering new knowledge and making sense of 
something at last. A quick furtive glance across the top of a poetry collection in the 
original Italian and the breath quickens. The Internet has its uses – and they are many 
and varied. But there’s nothing like a library on a hot summer’s afternoon with just the 
ticking of the clock on the wall and the page turning of a slim volume to inspire.

Did you think this town had gone all digital, remote-access-catalogs and bring-your-Mac 
and e-books? Then you haven’t been to The William Andrews Clark Memorial 
Library, tucked away in the West Adams District, housed in a beautiful 1920s grand 
edifice, surrounded by ornate roses gardens with statuary around two lush lawns.

Strictly speaking, one needs to be something of a Wilde scholar (that’s Oscar Wilde, not 
somebody who likes to party) to study at the Clark Library, as it is part of the UCLA 
collection for rare books and manuscripts with a focus on 17th and 18th Century English 
literature and history. The library is named after its founder, William Andrews Clark, Jr., 
heir to a mining fortune but with far more of an interest in collecting early editions of 
Oscar Wilde and his letters to contemporaries. It’s an extraordinary and rare archive and 
worthy of true scholarship.

But if you just want to admire the library with its collection and chandeliers from a 
discreet distance, without the study, you can. The Clark Library has many events 
throughout the year from music programs to lectures and theatrical performances. 

Peek through the French doors into the grand long room at the back and the reading 
room at the front. You may be tempted to apply for a Reader’s pass, don archival white 
gloves and pour over Wilde’s personal correspondence or just gaze out across the front 
lawn and fall into a reverie. 

As Wilde himself said, “We are all in the gutter, but some of us are looking at the stars”. 

It’s all just a matter of perspective.
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where shall we meet?

Timothy Jay is located at 1107 N Harper Ave in 
West Hollywood: timothyjaycandles.com 

  

The décor of Timothy Jay, home of the American candle, looks like a bijou anteroom to somewhere very grand 
with a chandelier, a large bouquet and sumptuous scents hanging in the air. Enter the front door, turn left and 
take a step down, you’re now in the creative studio (design, marketing, packaging and order taking) and cleverly 
tucked behind all of this is where the alchemy of fragrance and molten wax takes place in the workshop itself.

It all used to take place in artisan/proprietor Timothy Jay Sullivan’s kitchen back in 1997, when he started 
experimenting with paraffin waxes and scents on a double boiler. That was a whole new chapter for Timothy 
Sullivan who began his career as an advertising executive in Manhattan in the 1960s, working at Avon Products 
and later in big agencies on the Airwick and Lancome accounts.

Like many, he just burned out in the Big Apple. It was 1987, the AIDS crisis was devastating, so many of his 
friends had died, it was time to live differently, and so he came to Los Angeles.

After more advertising jobs on this coast, Timothy Sullivan dreamed of starting his own business and creating a 
fresh American response to the classic Rigaud candle, much beloved by Jacqueline Kennedy in the White House 
and Diana Vreeland, Editor-in-Chief of Vogue.

Society ladies, glamorous fashion editors and Mad Men alike adored Rigaud for its distinctive silver snuffer lid, 
black and white packaging (and the fact that the green candle cleverly masked cigarette smoke). After much trial 
and error, he created his first product, the Celadon, a ‘green’ scent of cypress and firs mixed with Hawaiian 
tuberose, and it’s still the signature scent of his line today.

The character of “Timothy Jay” emerged at the same time. Timothy wanted to create a fictional high-end 
American ‘nose’ perfumer, like Ernest Beaux (the ‘nose’ behind Chanel No. 5) so he named his business “The 
House Of Timothy Jay”. There are now almost thirty fragrances in the Timothy Jay collection expressed through 
four themes: green, earth, citrus and ever popular floral in several sizes ranging from votive to classic 10 oz up to 
the magnificent three-wick serenity bowl. A particularly beautiful floral is the “Perfect Gardenia”. Why is it called 
‘Perfect’? “Because it took me almost four years to perfect!” laughs Tim.

Just as we were wrapping up the interview, a very dapper European businessman came into the shop to place an 
order. He was en route to a week in the country as the guest of someone fabulous and wanted to take a suitably 
fragrant gift. As soon as he said his hostess’ name, Timothy nodded and smiled (apparently she’s a famous 
decorator) and knew exactly what to suggest (because he knows her taste). This is no ordinary candle business; 
this is candle couture. While Timothy wrote down the order, we looked around (as discreetly as possible) and saw 
that Timothy Jay produces private label collections for many Oscar and Grammy award winners of stage, screen 
and stadium as well as high-end department stores and several five star hotels.

“My candles have a fragrance that changes the atmosphere in a room,” Timothy Jay Sullivan said, as we left. We 
only imagine what magnificent rooms those are.
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where shall we meet?

Vidots is located at 302 Pico Blvd in Santa 
Monica: vidiotsvideo.com 

  

In the mid-1980s, Cathy Tauber and Patty Polinger, two LA-born childhood friends, 
decided to ditch their day jobs and start a video rental store. Their day jobs weren’t run 
of the mill pen pushing gigs either: Cathy was doing office/business management for 
Frank Zappa and Patty worked at MGM in International Theatrical Distribution.

But a dream is a dream and theirs became the ultimate video rental store called Vidiots, 
which opened in 1985 with an initial stock of just 800 very carefully selected VHS tapes. 
Nearly 28 years later (with a stock of over 40,000 titles), despite the threat from new 
fangled worlds of downloads/streaming and the Netflix queue, it’s still in business.

That’s because if you love movies, you’re definitely a card-carrying member of Vidiots. 
From cult to vintage, foreign films, silents, TV binge-watching box sets and those 
mainstream romantic comedies that gave the rest of the world an idealized view of Meg 
Ryan, it’s all on Vidiots’ shelves. In fact, because they’ve outlasted the competition, and 
have deeply cool and vastly knowledgeable staff (many of whom are film-makers 
themselves), Vidiots is almost becoming (whisper it) Mainstream.

But this is a Company Town so the word mainstream is rather relative (the most 
requested/rented movie is still “Y Tu Mama Tambien” – with good reason). Hollywood 
production companies often send assistants to Vidiots to do research on a director’s back 
catalogue at short notice. Many celebrities have membership cards but this is a low-key 
place (in fact Keanu Reeves came in, removed his motorcycle helmet and no one 
recognized him at first so he had to show his drivers license like everyone else. But Keanu 
probably got a kick out of that.) And once Marlon Brando called to place an order. Yes, 
Vidiots is one groovy place to hang out.

There are also wonderful cineaste events: Callie Khouri did a talk after a screening of 
Thelma and Louise. Kenneth Anger and Alan Rudolph both did in-store appearances. 
(Just checking – you have seen Rudolph’s The Moderns – the sensual languid take on 
1920s Americans in Paris, right? Rent it – Vidiots has copies.)

You never know whom you’ll bump into at Vidiots. Many a lifelong friendship/romance/
Hollywood producing partnership has started right about the place where Claire Denis’ 
films are shelved. Just saying.
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where shall we meet?

Skylight Books is located at 1818 North Vermont 
Ave. 

The total worldwide box office figure for Iron Man 3 was $1,214,343,923. Just (if one can say “just” in front of such abundance) $400 
million of that number was from domestic US screens, the rest was from international. Graphic novel characters are now big 
Hollywood stars, all around the globe. So, if you’re a screenwriter or director, your next story arc might well concern characters that 
like to slip into spandex and go save the planet. If you’re an actor, chances are you just went to get new full body pictures done to 
complement the standard headshots, because your agent wants to put you up for the next marvel from Marvel.

But if you spent your disaffected youth in your bedroom with the illustrations of Aubrey Beardsley rather than the prodigious output 
from Mr. Stan Lee’s stable, you might like a guide into the world of graphic novels. And the best one in this town is Dan Kusunoki. 
You’ll find him at Skylight Books (in the Annex a couple of doors down from the original store) where he’s the graphic novels 
master.

Growing up in L.A in the 70s, Kusunoki remembers his mom buying him comic books from Japan, which used to be sold at regular 
grocery stores in the Valley. It was then that his imagination was captured by the bold renderings in vivid colors of super-human 
powers that transformed ordinary mortals into something great. He ended up working at Midnight Special, the much-missed 
independent bookshop in Santa Monica, for many years, before coming to Skylight Books in 2008.

Kusunoki has an encyclopedic knowledge of the history of the medium, as well as a compelling enthusiasm for the art on the page, 
combined with a deep appreciation for the big ideas that graphic novels grapple with. And these are definitely big ideas. He pointed us 
to Grant Morrison’s book, “Supergods” to learn more. Morrison writes: “Could it be that a culture starved of optimistic images of its 
own future has turned to the primary source in search of utopian role models? Could the superhero in his cape and skintight suit be 
the best current representation of something we all might become, if we allow ourselves?”

Against a backdrop of global destruction, forces for good battling the dark side, there are many disparate styles, stories and super (and 
anti) heroes within the graphic novels medium. Kusunoki is an engaging source of knowledge, eager to help both newbies and the 
discerning collector. As we sit together at the front of Skylight Books Annex, he pulls examples from the shelves, talking about the 
birth of the Superman strip of 1938, Kim Dong-hwa the revered Korean artist, Neil Gaiman’s The Sandman, the Bande dessinée from 
France and Belgian to his own, more “Off-kilter choices”, as he puts it, like the bleak, beautiful and dark fable, Sand Castle by Frederik 
Peeters, illustrated by Pierre Oscar Lévy.

Kusunoki stocks a rich, intense and inspiring collection for the store. But until a few years ago, book publisher reps weren’t talking 
about their graphic novel list. That’s all changed, partly due to the glow from Hollywood but also the evolution of the audience itself. 
Kusunoki explains, “In the late 90s, people started asking for writer’s threads not just the next Spiderman – the creators themselves 
became the focus. At Skylight we have a loyal clientele who drop by regularly, so I get to know what they’re into and can suggest what 
they’d like that’s just come in.”

So if you want to get ahead in movies, it might pay to do some research on how the graphic novel inspired a new era of caped crusaders 
against a brave new world of CGI effects. You can be sure that a certain Mr. Affleck is doing his homework right about now before he 
dons that black leather suit.
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where shall we meet?

6010 W Pico Blvd, Los Angeles, California 90035

themintla.com  

 It’s time to get all wonderfully melancholic and that means putting down the Katy Perry and 
slipping some blues on the turntable. Musicologist Oliver Sacks, in his book: Musicophilia: 
Tales Of Music and the Brain speaks eloquently about the effects of notes on the soul:

“The inexpressible depth of music, so easy to understand and yet so inexplicable, is due to the 
fact that it reproduces all the emotions of our innermost being, but entirely without reality 
and remote from its pain.”

One of the best ways to experience music and get in touch with your innermost being (as 
opposed to the L.A special: the inner child – leave them at home) is to hear it live. And one of 
the best places in Los Angeles to hear blues is The Mint where (september 2013) Jon 
Cleary and The Absolute Monster Gentlemen, were in town from The Big Easy. The 
place was packed, standing room only, and, you guessed it, by the time they took it to the 
bridge – the joint was jumping.

Originally from England, blues pianist and composer Cleary found his way to New Orleans 
after art school and has worked as a session musician with artists such as Eric Clapton and 
Bonnie Raitt. His music is sublime as well as racked with guilt, pain and all the other good 
stuff that makes up the blues.

The Mint has been a local landmark since 1937 and musical luminaries such as Jackson 
Browne, Natalie Cole and the Preservation Hall Jazz Band have played on the tiny stage with 
vinyl records stapled into the ceiling. The red velvet drapes and mismatched bordello light 
fixtures make for a slightly seedy vibe (and thus create the perfect atmospheric gloom). There 
are a few tables if you get there early enough and a decent menu. So if your soul is aching for 
down and dirty tunes, you better check out The Mint. 

In the meantime, find your box set of Aaron Sorkin’s Studio 60 On the Sunset Strip and slip 
Season 1, Episode 11 into the digital device of your viewing pleasure. The moment when the 
musicians from New Orleans start playing will have you weeping (in a good way) into the back 
of the couch.

The last word goes to Cleary. In the liner notes for his 2002 album, Jon Cleary and the 
Absolute Monster Gentlemen he explains the appeal of the blues so achingly beautifully:

“…….when the mercury in thermometers is shattering glass and you can slice the humidity out 
in the streets with a wave of your hand, when the spirit’s in your soul and the groove takes 
control, and when you close your eyes and feel like you’ve been lifted six feet off the floor, 
that’s the moment…”

Time to feed your soul, people.
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where shall we meet?

York Blvd, L.A, CA 90042: between 50 & 51st st. 

There’s a magical strip of Highland Park (specifically the bit of York Avenue between Avenues 50 and 51) where you can buy 
pretty-girl party favors for a Quinceañera, sip artisan coffee next to a writer wearing a cowboy hat, find vintage 70s Sci-Fi 
paperbacks or the latest comic book from a local artist and nibble on cheese beneath twinkling chandeliers in a French 
restaurant. Let’s take a stroll from one end to the other, there’s plenty of street parking, and don’t forget your ecologically 
sound string bag and large Jackie Onassis sunglasses (this is still Los Angeles, darlings).

Caffeine first, of course: Arnie Miller, co-owner, was working the coffee machine at The Highland Café and stopped to chat 
with us for a few moments. “We opened last year, in April 2012, and our aim is to be the friendliest café in the neighborhood. 
Plus I’m from the neighborhood, so it means a lot to me to have this business here.”

It’s true. Arnie Miller is Highland Park born and bred and went to Franklin High School (“Home of the Mighty Panthers”). 
Quick history lesson for you: Franklin High School opened February 17th, 1916 (which is seriously ancient history for this 
Town) with just 225 students and school colors of Blue and Buff (which misguided soul chose beige as a shade for young 
people trying to find their way in life?). Once you’ve enjoyed your delicious half double decaffeinated half-caf, with a twist of 
lemon at The Highland Café, curl up on the mid-century sofa at the back and admire the other clientele in the very kind 
lighting (and yes, there were writers in cowboy hats when we visited).

Then head to Pop-Hop, one of those delightful bookshops that not only has glossy design magazines, hefty hardbacks to 
read-in-bed and vintage paperbacks but also celebrates the small local presses that abound in L.A. There’s a print studio with 
workshops, talks, readings and other creative endeavors. Co-owner Robey Clark was working the cash register when we 
stopped by and he said, “It seemed like a bookstore would be a good contribution to the neighborhood”. Together with Sarah 
Balcomb (whose mother, Betty, often works in the store), they’ve created a splendid shop. Junior’s Discount, across the 
street, has a plethora of party products. So you can stock up on balloons, strips of stick-on diamante decals (in three sizes), 
false fluttery eyelashes and scented gel pens (every kitchen drawer needs one). Don’t forget the soap bubbles and fairy wings. 
You never know when they will come in handy.

Now it’s time for lunch. Ba Restaurant is at the corner of Avenue 51. Pick a table at the back. It’s what all the Parisian 
writers do to get a good view of the restaurant’s diners and dream up new characters. Ba Restaurant is in a century-old brick 
storefront and a jewel of a space inside, designed by co-owner Julia Latané. Latané is an L.A based artist and has taken the 
best of French restaurant design – small tables, chandeliers, powder blue and white Neo-Rococo entry, drapes and art on the 
walls.

Chef and co-owner James Graham got his start in the kitchens of Greenwich Village while studying at the High School of the 
Performing Arts (yes, the one depicted in Fame). He then went on to learn his craft as a sous chef under the charming and 
irascible Anthony Bourdain. The menu is deeply French (and very, very reasonable) with fresh fish, leafy dark greens and 
excellent traditional dishes like Moules Frites with a fruit and cheese plate (for two) to prolong the luncheon.
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where shall we meet?

Iguana Vintage: 6320 Hollywood Blvd, Los 

Angeles, CA 90028

It all started with Molly Ringwald’s portrayal of Andie Walsh in Pretty In Pink (1986). Her awkward and 
agonizing entrée into adolescence made it perfectly ok – if not preferable – to wear vintage. Alongside her 
admirable egalitarian willingness to date out of her class, she also refused to buy new, when something pre-
loved (and pink), made a much stronger statement (despite what you think about her eventual mash-up 
dress with a detachable collar for the prom).

Choosing to wear vintage is not just clever (visually) and prudent (financially) and ecologically friendly (it’s 
recycling, right?), it’s also downright gorgeous. So let’s head to Iguana Vintage on Hollywood Boulevard – 
where all the stylists for the big TV shows go to source retro looks for small screen stars.

Iguana is a family business and all three brothers: Darren, Evan and Eric, work for the stores, not just in the 
back office or behind the cash register but walking around the shop with customers to assist with styling or 
reserving special pieces. At the Hollywood location, there are two glorious portraits from the 1940s of two 
different couples. These are the brothers’ grandparents and they look down benignly from the balcony in a 
wonderful scene-setting vintage way.

Eric gave us a special pre-opening time look at the Hollywood store and explained the appeal behind Iguana 
Vintage: “We are a true ‘Mom and Pop’ store. Our parents, who have a background in the wholesale fashion 
business, started Iguana Vintage twenty years ago, and I’ve worked here since I was 16. We really care about 
our customers and give them the respect of space, if they just want to browse, or real one on one stylist 
assistance if they need that. Lots of television people come in looking for certain pieces and it’s a real thrill to 
have what they need. We’re truly passionate about vintage.”

The passion is clear – Iguana Vintage is a glorious treasure hunt. As you walk in you’ll notice the sleek 
rainbow hued bobbed wigs, “Priscilla, Queen Of The Desert” lipstick red PVC stacked boots that go up to 
there, original Pendleton flannel shirts (dress down for a weekend bar-b-que in the Valley or up for the 
Castro with a tash), rows of wedding dresses and wonderfully preserved original denim pieces. There are 
also false eyelashes, elbow length gloves and the sort of underwear that appears at outerwear at certain clubs 
on the Strip.

There’s something for everyone at Iguana – from the passionate vintage collector to the looking-for-
something-different for Halloween (Pink Lady satin bomber jacket perhaps? Yes, they have those in stock). 
And if you’ve wondered where all the Elvis impersonators in town go for their supplies – now you know.

Those neon bright 80s cutaway glasses that Andie/Molly tries on at Trax when Andrew McCarthy enters the 
shop? Iguana Vintage has those too. And the Marilyn wigs worn by the ballet dancers straight off the bus 
from Des Moines who end up in front of Grauman’s Chinese Theatre? Yes, Iguana has lots of those. It’s the 
perfect dressing up box for people who don’t want to grow up. Which is why we all ended up in L.A, right?
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where shall we meet?

Westfield is located at 10250 Santa Monica 
Blvd.  http://www.westfield.com/centurycity

There’s something about waking up early and in an optimistic mood on a Saturday morning 
that takes you back to your teenage years. And that means one thing – hanging out at the 
Mall. But when did you last go to a shop (that exists in the real world, not in the virtual ether 
of something Amazon is stealthily investing in and about to annex?) It’s been that long? 
Wow.

May we suggest a gentle re-entry into Mall life? Let’s go old school and head toWestfield, 
which was once the 1960s retro-fabulous Century Square Shopping Center.

It’s surprisingly delightful. You can sip something iced and non-fat in a tall glass; get giggly 
in line for an early showing of some comic book hero movie, try out all the new gadgets at the 
tech stores (Sony, Microsoft and that one named after a fruit are all there), get a pedicure 
and rifle through the racks at department stores (yes, they still exist).

Westfield also has places to sit and gossip with friends. Or, if you’re heading to the mall 
alone, buy the Trades (at the newsstand next to the food court) and settle inside one of their 
Indonesian style woven seats with its own built-in sunshade.

Quick history lesson: the origin of the outdoor mall comes from the bustling Forum in 
Ancient Rome, where traders would gather to buy, sell and catch up on the latest goings-on 
at the Senate. If one were in a less clement climate (and thank goodness we’re not), the mall 
would be covered. But malls have always been anchored by the large department stores of 
their day.

The other great influence on the Mall, as we know it, was a certain Prince Albert (who was an 
actual person, married to Queen Victoria of what was then the British Empire, before he gave 
his name to a rather painful piercing). The Prince had the idea of holding a Great Exhibition. 
This was to showcase (although he probably didn’t use that word) wares from around the 
world and put them under one roof. In effect it was a giant public relations exercise for the 
global marketplace of its day. And six million people passed the doors of the Crystal Palace 
where the Great Exhibition was held, in London, in 1851.

So there you have it. The mall is a both ancient (Roman) and Victorian concept of gathering 
commerce in one place and providing a source of delight and wonder. You’ll never look at 
Westfield in Century City the same way again. And if you have an awful crick in your neck 
from all that driving around L.A, there are some talented masseurs who have a license to 
practice Chinese acupressure just by the escalator up to the AMC cinema. They work 
miracles. You’re welcome.
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where shall we meet?

830 Traction Ave #3a, Los Angeles, CA 90013

http://thehubla.com

We are all entrepreneurs now (even those of you who have day jobs), because the creative spirit must be 
obeyed (and who can look that good on a day job salary alone?). The best bit about working for yourself is 
setting your own schedule. Plus the genuine pleasures of answering email lounging back against the pillows 
in a charming pair of pajamas while other people are languishing in an interminable staff meeting. However 
one is usually a tiny bit lonely working from home.

This is where The Hub LA comes in. It’s a membership club of socially minded and socially conscious 
entrepreneurs who found that they’d like to be around other people, for at least some of the time. If you’re 
shy, there’s a Community Curator, who will take a look at your membership application and gently introduce 
you to similar folks. Or you can scan the Polaroid snaps on the entrance wall of featured members and watch 
their embedded videos in the cute online Yearbook.

It’s a great space – in one of those vast warehouses in DTLA’s Art District – with Herman Miller (and 
similar) elegant pale blue and white office furniture, “hot” desks, a nice kitchen (with coconut low fat non-
dairy creamer amongst your options; this being L.A), conference rooms to rent and curl-up-able cushions 
with a window view. There are also lots of events, workshops, and opportunities to collaborate with other 
Hub members, places to hold your mail, do photocopying and printing and even screenings in the theatre 
downstairs.

Membership charges are from basic ($25 per month) to bespoke ($450 for up to 3 team members using 
the space 100 hours per month), depending on whether you want just drop-in day rates and events discounts 
or a dedicated office space. It’s still a bargain compared to renting cubicles in former dotcom mid-Wilshire 
area and so much more attractive. The only drawback is parking (there is a lot downstairs which is five bucks 
after validation), but you can do street parking and move your car regularly (because you must take breaks 
anyway).

Downstairs at Hub L.A is a whole new space – it’s called the Media Lab – and is headed up by Julie Lebedev 
(yes, the independent film producer of projects including “The Good Doctor” starring Orlando Bloom). The 
Media Lab has a focus on creative teams, who are looking for a place to hang with like-minded people, like 
film-makers, animation artists, writers and periodicals like “Boom: A Journal of California”, which aims to 
create a lively conversation about the vital social, cultural and political issues of our times.

And it’s a global phenomenon. The Hub LA is just one node on the vast network called Impact Hub. From a 
single location in London in 2005, Impact Hub has become a global movement with 40+ Hubs on 6 
continents with 7000+ members, and counting. So all those people who used to work from home in their 
pajamas, lit softly by the glow from their laptops, are now coming together to do something great. Plus 
pajamas are really fashionable right now so you wear them to your hot desk at The Hub LA and nobody will 
blink a lightly-mascara-enhanced eye.
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where shall we meet?

Grand Hope Park is located at W 9th Street and 
Hope in Downtown Los Angeles.

Tucked away in DTLA, there’s a city park called Grand Hope, and it’s a wonderfully pretty spot. One corner of the park sits at 
the intersection of Grand and Hope streets, hence the name, but it’s also a grand spot to indulge in hopeful dreaming. Now 
when you arrive at Grand Hope Park you might notice some fashionable types with perhaps brightly colored hair, 
extraordinarily imaginative footwear and an above average knowledge of textiles, cut and flair. That’s because Grand Hope Park 
sits adjacent to the Fashion Institute of Design and Merchandising.

Proximity to her office is one of the reasons Lanie Denslow, FIDM’s Director of International Affairs, likes to spend time in 
Grand Hope Park. “It’s a jewel box of a park in the center of the city. And it’s a city park so you see families, and people 
exercising, unpacking a picnic or taking a nap on the lawn,” says Denslow, “and at dusk, it’s just magical.”

She also appreciates the thoughtful public art commissions like L.A based sculptor Gwynn Murrill’s dogs and coyotes, 
conversation pieces poised at the ready on the lawns.

Denslow first came to L.A from Seattle in 1965, “I still remember being astonished that there was sunshine for five consecutive 
days,” she says. “And I’m still a relative newcomer to FIDM,” she laughs, this being an inside joke. Denslow has been at FIDM 
for sixteen years but the faculty is known for its longevity, some of them have been there over thirty years.

Alongside her role at FIDM, Denslow is involved in international diplomacy with her own company, World Wise Intercultural 
Training & Resources. It’s a subtle and elegant skill to travel the world lightly and establish deep connections through 
respecting others’ traditions. And yet so few know how, or do it. World Wise has been instrumental in developing programs and 
publishing books on how to do business effectively abroad. As well as serving on several boards, including the Foreign Trade 
Association of Southern California and the International Visitors Council of Los Angeles, Denslow is also a member the 
International Trade & Investment Committee of the Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce, Women in International Trade, 
Los Angeles and the British-American Business Council. Alongside these commitments, her role at FIDM and running World 
Wise, Denslow is taking her work to the next level, and is President Elect (taking on the role in 2014) of Protocol and 
Diplomacy International – Protocol Officers Association (PDI-POA).

What’s a Protocol Officer you might ask? (We certainly did). Apparently most, if not all, government departments have one. As 
do museums, cultural institutions, universities, corporations and trade organizations. For without a Protocol Officer, one really 
shouldn’t be let out on the public stage.

The world is too fraught these days and delicate etiquette is required (often unspoken but expected) to ensure understanding 
(and the successful consummation of international business deals). Put simply, a Protocol Officer is there to make sure 
everyone is world-prepped: respectful, knows whether to shake hands (or put your hand on your heart and bow your head), as 
well as all the subtleties of navigating a country’s mores.

But protocol and global business travel can be draining. Which is why you’ll find Lanie Denslow sitting quietly under the lovely 
pergola in Grand Hope Park whenever she’s in town. And who doesn’t love a pergola?
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where shall we meet?

Royal Thai Spa

5300 Hollywood Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90027

http://nuchroyalthaispa.com/

Considering the exquisite beauty of their culture and country, it seems odd that Thai Town is in such a 
downbeat stretch of Hollywood Boulevard. Which is why it is doubly impressive that behind a most 
unattractive piece of stucco, theRoyal Thai Spa has created an oasis of tranquility and serenity.

Which is what one needs at this time of year. It’s also the most effective and yet reasonably priced massage 
in town (50 minutes for $45 plus tip). As long as you’ll willing to work for it because a Thai massage requires 
your participation. Read on.

Traditional Thai massage is called Nuad Thai and has been practiced in Thailand since the Ayuddhaya 
period, over five hundred years ago. It works on a similar principle to other ancient Asian modalities, based 
on the theory that the body is made up of 72,000 energy lines. These become blocked and thus damaged by 
everything from stress about the state of your career to sitting in heavy traffic on the 405.

The massage therapist applies pressure – but not just with their hands – they actually climb on you (which is 
very disconcerting at first – like having a toddler straddle your back and pretend you’re a pony at the 
fairground) and dig in (yes, it’s painful, but ultimately healing) with their knees, elbows, thumb, palm or feet 
(at certain points they do actually stand on you – you have been warned).

Luckily your therapist will be tiny and prone to giggles, which makes the whole experience surreal but not at 
all unpleasant.

The Royal Thai Spa has raised alcoves with silk curtains to protect your modesty while you’re being 
manipulated into a pretzel on a thin but firm mattress. Throughout, there’s a soothing tinkling sound of 
running water into a small fountain, which beats that awful Spa Music so beloved of other establishments.

A note to the wise: some of the alcoves have two mattresses. It may feel as if a couples’ massage is a good 
idea. But it is not. Trust us on this one. Do you really want your beloved to see you in a giant pair of tie-at-
the-back Thai trousers while you’re being twisted into a yoga pose you couldn’t hope to achieve yourself? We 
think not. Everyone has tight hips in this town, and it’s best to keep it a secret that it hurts (in a good way) 
when a small Thai massage therapist breaks you open like a lotus flower and then your back cracks and you 
start to weep, silently.

Best to make your Thai massage a solitary experience and then meet up half a block away at the Thai BBQ 
for a green curry and steamed rice to burn out those toxins and smile beatifically at your renewed sense of 
utter corporeal bliss.
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where shall we meet?

8500 Beverly Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90048

beverlycenter.com

If you’ve forgotten what the 80s looked like (or you weren’t yet born but have a yearning to dress 
like Lourdes Ciccone Leon), it’s time to return to the Beverly Center, which opened its doors in 
1982.

The site at the intersection of La Cienega and Beverly was originally all oil fields (how very Dallas). 
It was then a small amusement park for decades and you can still find Hollywood agents who grew 
up here with memories of the Ferris wheel and the pony ride called, imaginatively, Ponyland.

Shunned in favor of The Grove, which opened in 2002 (but have you tried to park there recently?),  
the Beverly Center went into something of a decline with locals, but is still really strong with our 
friends from Abroad. According to stats from parent company Taubman Group, over half of the 
shoppers at the Beverly Center are from outside the USA, most specifically Japan and China.

There is a reason for this, and it’s due entirely to its 80s heritage. In fairly close proximity you’ll 
find YSL (with the original YSL, not Saint Laurent, signage, so that visitors can still relate), Gucci, 
Prada, Versace and Louis Vuitton. There’s even a Lacoste, several swimwear boutiques (with the 
sort of constructed under wiring required by European nobility) and a Tie Bar, where you can still 
buy silk neckties and a money clip (and you can’t get more 80s than a money clip).

Despite a recent re-fit by the Italian architects Studio Fuksas, which brought more light into the 
escalator atrium and a lovely Tiffany blue into the ceiling light fixtures, it is still resolutely 1982 at 
the Beverly Center. Which is why two iconic pieces of popular culture have scenes set at this 
shopping mall: Cluelessand Less Than Zero.

In Clueless, Cher hangs out at the Beverly Center with her friend Dionne (best line: “both named 
after famous singers, who now do infomercials”) to shop at Contempo Casuals (very big in the 
80s, now owned by Wet Seal), the home of gold lame, jumpsuits and shoulder pads.

Bret Easton Ellis’ Less Than Zero, places his anti-heroes at the Beverly Center to catch a movie 
while the lonesome rollerskater, Ronnette gets stopped by a security guard smoking a cigarette. 
Sadly you can’t do the same, as the 13 screens closed in 2006, smoking is of course banned these 
days – as is rollerskating.

But the Beverly Center is due for resurgence. It’s very low-key, easy to park (there’s not one but 
THREE valet parking areas and five deck levels for self-parking), spacious seating areas between 
the shops to pause with your bags and gather your strength again. There are also plenty of food 
options (much of which centers on steak and potatoes as if everyone is still doing Atkins) and a 
lovely view from the top.
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5635 Melrose Avenue (at Larchmont), Los 
Angeles CA 90038: melrosegallery.net

When you first saw that Diet Pepsi Commercial “Toast” with Sofia 
Vergara or Jennifer Lopez in “On The Floor” didn’t you peer a little 
closely into the screen and marvel at those gorgeous chandeliers? And 
perhaps, just for a moment, look around your boudoir and think, “Oh, 
they would look divine in here”?

Then a few weeks later, you caught the lovely Julia Roberts in her 
fragrance spot for Lancome (“La Vie Est Belle” – and isn’t it just?) and 
swooned again at the glittering, vast, beautiful chandeliers, so 
reminiscent of Paris (before the Revolution) or Russia (ditto).

Because you live in Los Angeles, and are completely comfortable with 
indulging in fantasy, you then paused while lying back against your 
pillows and thought, “I wonder where the set decorators found those 
chandeliers?”

Wonder no longer.

They rented them from Melrose Gallery on Melrose Avenue (at 
Larchmont) and it’s a particularly great place to dream on a Sunday 
afternoon (they’re closed Saturday). If your aim (in life) is to bump into 
Studio people, pick Monday late morning when they’re returning items 
from a weekend-long shoot.

What else does General Manager Brian Simanian have in this treasure 
trove of the glitzy and the glorious? For the past ten years, since the shop 
opened, they’ve done a great trade in outfitting (rentals, wholesale and 
retail) all those Over The Top pop videos, commercials, TV series and 
feature films. Not just chandeliers, but ornate slightly silvered (thus 
flattering) mirrors, Louis Whatever (repro) chairs and those tiny gilt 
chairs designed for people who subsist on very little to perch on at 
fashion shows.

You know you need a chandelier. Perhaps you can’t (yet – always say yet 
– be hopeful) afford one. But if you drop by Melrose Gallery one day, you 
might just get cast in a commercial that’s starring one.

where shall we meet?
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The Natural History Museum Nature 
Gardens is located at 900 Exposition Blvd. 

where shall we meet?

In the movie L.A Story, the opening sequence has beautifully choreographed sprinklers watering the mock-English lawns 
all over this crazy town. The movie came out in 1991 and if you were too young to see it the first time, do rent it, amusingly  
enough not much has changed in Los Angeles. There are still thirsty lawns and gardens with hybrid tea roses more suited 
to Sissinghurst than Santa Monica all around. However, it is now seen as not only indulgent (and wasteful) to support 
such landscaping but it’s also illogical as the (drought-resistant) plantings native to Southern California are truly divine.

Head down to the just-opened Nature Gardens at the Natural History Museum and you’ll see what we mean. And if 
you’ve reached That Age where you’re starting to think about a house with a garden, you’ll find no better inspiration than 
NHM’s new “front yard”, a 3.5 acre urban wilderness that has converted 153,000 square feet of former parking lots and 
concrete hardscape to something really beautiful.

We took a tour with Head Gardener, Richard Hayden, who showed us around the themed areas where all the plants, as he 
explained, “Have been selected to attract butterflies, hummingbirds, ladybugs and other indigenous wildlife.” It’s true. 
While meandering around the Transition Garden, which parallels local landscape history, from olive trees brought by 
Spanish missionaries right through to present day drought resistant species, the hovering hummingbirds and elegant 
butterflies are a constant fluttering companionable delight.

The multitude of plants have the most delicious names so don’t forget to read all posted signs (or ask one of the friendly 
and highly knowledgeable garden staff on hand) to learn more. You’ll find Meyer lemon Citrus, Indian Summer (Rubus 
idaeus), Fairy Duster (Calliandra eriophylla) and Chaste Tree (Vitex agnus-castus). The latter’s berries were ground up as 
a medieval herbal remedy and thought to have a dampening effect on monks’ libido (hence its colloquial name of “Monks 
Pepper”). That’s one way of subduing the ardor and focusing on the larger picture at hand. Could be useful during pilot 
season.

While celebrating its Centenary this year, NHM has contrasted its historical buildings with a very modern approach to its 
landscape. Visitors are encouraged to touch, talk, ask, and truly enjoy the Nature Gardens. There’s an Edible Garden with 
hands-on workshops and a Get Dirty Zone to learn more about soil and compost and the grubbier side of growing things.

Richard Hayden came to work at NHM after a twenty-year career as a residential landscape gardener (check out your 
collection of Architectural Digest magazines; his glorious garden design for Candice Bergen was featured in the Oct 1999 
issue). While walking around the Nature Gardens we talked about past fashions in landscaping contrasted with the blowsy  
beauty of the appropriateness on display there.

“The Nature Gardens,” he said, “Are all about low water, right place, right plant.” It’s impressive and educational. It’s also, 
as Hayden explains, “Designed to inspire you to translate to your own garden.”

And what inspiration there is. The Nature Gardens are a true treasure and a delight. Perfect for a summer’s afternoon 
under a delicate parasol with a notebook in hand as you drift through the natural landscape followed by curious butterflies 
and twittering hummingbirds. The new L.A Story in gardens indeed.
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hermosa beach address here

where shall we meet?

In 1986, writer/producer Steven Bochco, launched the Emmy-award winning TV series L.A Law and gave the 
world a very different view of this town. Instead of the Hollywood Sign and Sunset Strip, the opening title 
sequence was all sun glinting off Downtown’s skyscrapers to a soaring saxophone theme song and sharp-suited 
lawyers (of both genders) in white shirts (for the men) and interesting lapel pins (for the women). It was a fast-
paced and sometimes racy series (plenty of inter-personal relations and courtroom dramas) and seduced many 
Americans to sit for the California Bar Exam and head west, not east.

Melanie Cook, Partner at Ziffren Brittenham, was born and bred in California and is far too discreet to say if 
life is anything like L.A Law today (but she did have a client, Harry Hamlin, on the show). Now the highest-
ranked talent lawyer on The Hollywood Reporter’s Women in Entertainment: Power 100 list, Melanie has a 
client list that includes Tim Burton, Scott Rudin, Carey Mulligan and Keanu Reeves.

It’s clear from the way she talks about her clients that she’s really into their work, views them as family and it’s 
not just about the deal. “I’m excited to read the script, to hear the ideas, that makes my job interesting,” says 
Melanie. But there again, she started off as a creative spirit herself. Doing her undergraduate degree in dance at 
UCLA (with a thesis on copyright protection for choreographic works, so the legal mind was already in play), 
she then ran away to Mammoth (for love, and the ski season), and stayed for a year.

Forever a California girl, with a deep appreciation for the outdoor sporting life, Melanie played tennis and 
swam everyday when she returned to the city to attend UCLA School of Law. Sports are still incredibly 
important to her today, she paddle boards, bicycles and even met her client Carey Mulligan on a rafting trip, 
organized by producer Lorenzo di Bonaventura.

Lawyers work insane hours and the stress can be immense. But Melanie has learned over the years how to live 
well. On Friday nights, she and her husband pack everything into the car and drive down to their house in 
Hermosa Beach. It sounds idyllic. They designed the house themselves and on Saturday mornings she gets 
up early, sits on the balcony with a view of the ocean, sips coffee and ruminates over her week. “When I’m in 
Hermosa Beach, I feel inspired. It’s a great place. You’re in the stream of life there. The water quality is really 
good, the beach is gorgeous, white sand and vast.”

Hermosa Beach was part of an 1884 Spanish land grant (Hermosa means beautiful in Spanish). There’s a 
proper boardwalk, volleyball pick-up games on the beach and an elegant pier from the early 1900s. It’s possible 
to really wind down there, after a long week tussling over clauses in a Hollywood client’s contract.

In fact it sounds a lot like Melanie’s California childhood, “When Orange County, really was “Orange” County,” 
she sighs, “Picture it: citrus groves, tract homes, I’m one of four children, my father was a judge, my mother 
was head of the charity league.” There’s an elegant duality to life in Los Angeles. You can work in the 
skyscrapers of Downtown or Century City in a thrusting high-tension scene straight out of L.A. Law. But then 
on a Friday night, after driving less than an hour (admittedly in optimum traffic), you can be cycling down the 
boardwalk and pause in the twilight by the pier and watch the sun sink into the Pacific Ocean. Melanie Cook 
has found the best of both worlds.
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So you’ve seen the hashtag #flatwhitefriday on Twitter and wondered what the 
fuss was about a coffee-with-milk (especially in the Town that celebrates the 
non-fat almond alternative dairy substitute decaf with a twist). But have you 
tried one?

Exactly.

So head to Coffee+Food on Melrose because they make a really fine flat 
white. It’s smooth, creamy (even with non-fat milk), with a dark rich intensity 
in the coffee, yet surprisingly mellow. They even serve it in that really attractive 
crockery that photographs so well on Instagram.

Looking at the décor and menu you’ll notice an antipodean flavor in more than 
just the flat white. There’s a clock on the wall showing the current time in 
Sydney so co-owner Mel Cain can keep tabs on her hometown. For Australia 
Day (you missed it, last Sunday, make a note for next year) they made sausage 
rolls and individual pies (called “party pies”) and a special made with Vegemite. 

An acquired taste, Vegemite; it’s the Aussie equivalent of Marmite (if you’ve 
ever dated a Brit, you’ll be familiar with the strange molasses colored savory 
spread – they eat it on hot buttered toast in front of re-runs of Hugh Grant 
movies).

Considering both Vegemite and its British cousin are basically salt and yeast 
extract, they’re probably banned substances in Southern California. 

But they serve it a lot at Coffee+Food and they’ve even imported the mini pots 
($10 each) so you can take some home. If that’s not your thing, they do 
excellent salads and you can pick and choose from the deli counter at the front 
and have a healthy combination.

The opening hours are 7AM to 4.30PM during the week (until 3Pm on 
Saturdays), and the location is right opposite Paramount Studios. Perfect for a 
script meeting with your co-writers when you’re all “between jobs”. 

Don’t forget to order the flat white. And if it’s a Friday, tweet it. You know you 
want to. Your Instagram feed might well gain some attractive new Australians 
as followers. And wouldn’t that be delicious?

Coffee + Food: 5630 Melrose Ave, Los 

Angeles, CA 90004: coffeeplusfood.com 

where shall we meet?
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Your sukhasana is sublime. You nod, humbly, as your yoga teacher 
uses the correct Sanskrit for poses. The Namaste at the end of class 
is heartfelt. But perhaps it’s time to go further into your 
appreciation of the Indian sub-continent and put down the pressed 
juices and enjoy a dhosa (yes, it’s gluten-free, made with rice and 
lentils, before you get apprehensive). 

Anarkali, on Melrose, just east of La Brea, is an excellent place to 
start.Serving curry-loving Angelenos since 1983, the Choudhury 
family, originally from Bangladesh, has created a quiet oasis of 
calm during the day, and a livelier, more celebratory atmosphere 
by night. 

The menu is satisfyingly broad but not overwhelming. If you want 
to be truly understated, try the vegetarian special at just $5.95 
(lunch special, Monday to Friday), pick your spice level (mild to 
eye-wateringly fiery) and sip a simple cup of chai tea (steeped with 
soothing cardamom, cinnamon, ginger and cloves, served with 
milk; sugar if you need it).

Yes you can order it to go. But please don’t. Take advantage of the 
secluded booths, separated by vibrant silk panels and admire the 
saffron colored textiles suspended in swaths from the ceiling. 
Amber bulbs in the side lamps create deeply attractive pools of 
light. The shimmering glow from the chandeliers above highlights 
the pale fondant pink walls with yellow/gold painted archways. 
After an hour with your tea, mild curry, the low chanting music on 
the sound system, nestled in the booth at the back, you’ll feel 
restored.

Anarkali: 7013 Melrose Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90038: 

http://www.anarkaliindianrestaurant.com/ 

where shall we meet?
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On the way back from a small road trip down Highway 1, avoiding the freeway, taking in the 
quieter beach towns and heading inland just slightly to walk around the San Juan Capistrano 
mission, we stopped at an antique store. And there it was, a collection of Architectural Digests 
from the mid-80s.

While flicking through A.D. August 1985, this caught our eye – a description of an interior 
design business called Mulligan’s, in Los Angeles: “The shop is colorful……(but) also very 
serene, providing a welcome respite from the heady pace and urbane atmosphere of the 
neighborhood.”

The article went on to quote Molly and Richard Mulligan, the owners, reminiscing about 
clients who stopped by the store on their way home from the Hollywood madness. “Rob Reiner  
came in once and said, ‘I’ve had a really crazy day – do you mind if I sit down for a while?’ 
Nobody talked to him; he just sat there for a long time.”

Considering this was just before Rob Reiner started planning the classic tale,The Princess 
Bride (1987), we must thank Mulligans for restoring his sense of sanity that day. It can soothe 
you too – because almost thirty years later – Mulligans is still there on Melrose (near the West 
Hollywood Library). Molly and Richard Mulligan sold the business to entrepreneurs Robert 
Sharp and Deniz Oz a couple of years ago and the new owners have remained faithful to the 
original classic collection of authentic American reproductions, mostly from 1600s – 1800s.

When we dropped by, Robert Sharp showed us around, illustrating the incredible level of 
detail that goes into creating these one of a kind pieces at their own factory off Jefferson Blvd. 
“Mulligan’s ‘look’ can be best called ‘Rustic Refined Country’,” explained Robert, “And it’s 
important to note that we use only renewable forestry.”

If you adore painted Swedish tray tables in the palest duck egg blue or rush matted farmhouse 
table chairs with sturdy wooden backs; tufted gingham and blue and white pottery – you’ll be 
in heaven – and in good company. Because while Mulligans is certainly too discreet to 
mention any names, it is known that deeply respected interior designers like Lynni Hutton 
(client: Billy Crystal) and Karin Blake (who has created beautiful homes for Candice Bergen 
and Jaclyn Smith) often drop by.

As Mulligan’s is “To The Trade Only”, you’ll need to take your interior designer friend/relation 
with you if you want to buy. And if you look around Mulligan’s, you’ll definitely want to take 
something home with you. And if you don’t have an interior designer as your new best friend, 
that’s a task for this week – find one – this is Los Angeles, there are lots of nice ones.

Mulligans: 8746 Melrose Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90069: mulligansusa.com 

where shall we meet?
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I arrived in Los Angeles on August 16, 2001. Eleven hours (and counting) before that, I had boarded a plane in London. I told the 

lovely Virgin Atlantic staff on the check-in desk that I was emigrating. I did my most winning smile. They upgraded me. I slid into seat 

2A at the front of the plane, sipped the mug of tea they gave me while grinning massively out of the window as we took off. I was 

leaving the life I had known behind and starting again. It all felt tremendously exciting.

What could go wrong? I had a work visa, a job at a digital agency, a studio apartment, which looked very nice in the pictures I'd seen 

online. It was true, I only knew one person -- but he was a Hollywood agent, so that was a good start.

Sadly, I also had a broken heart (just been dumped after five years), my books and personal papers remained in a storage unit until 

2004 (but I didn't know that then) and I just had two large duffel bags with clothes and basic travel-sized items and no credit. Years 

later I would laugh with friends and say I came to Los Angeles with two pieces of luggage -- and a lot of baggage.

In the cab ride from LAX to Westwood, I gazed happily at the blue-blue sky, the palm trees and the beautiful people in sunglasses 

driving glamorous cars on the freeway. My sunny optimism was slightly challenged by the greenish-gray of the stucco on the quite 

frankly ugly apartment building. But the kidney-shaped pool in the front courtyard was exactly how I imagined. The sweet surfer dude 

manager of the building loped down the corridor in his board shorts and flip-flops to open up my new apartment. I tried not to cry.

It was much smaller than it looked online. But there was wall to wall white shag pile carpeting which sort of made me think of the 

Valley of the Dolls so that was ok. The previous tenant had left food in the fridge. I had never seen a fridge that big -- or so many giant 

jars of pureed apples.

In England we only eat apple sauce with roast pork on Sundays in country pubs and I couldn't see myself trying to cook in this tiny 

alcove of a kitchen, let alone roast a suckling pig.

The French windows (which had looked so nice in the pictures online) were cracked and looked straight out onto the street. I sat down 

on the shag-pile carpet and made a list. Whenever I get worried about things, I make a list. It was a slightly daunting list. It started 

with buy furniture, get a phone, rent a car and then I gave up. I walked to the corner and found the nearest café, sat at the counter and 

ordered something called a California salad.

With the first bite of avocado I felt at home. The waitress -- we'll call her Cherry -- became my L.A guardian angel. In my first weekend 

in L.A., Cherry told me where to rent a car, how to buy furniture (the delights of Target) and even how to make a phone call (we don't 

dial 1 for outside the local area in England so I was mystified until Cherry helped out).
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I ended up a bit confused when I reached the not-so-pretty bits, so turned around and headed back west just as the sun came up over 

the Pacific Ocean. I parked the car at Gladstones and sat on a rock. There were very few people around at that time of the morning. The 

ones that were there were silently watching the sunrise. Suddenly there was a break in the surf and I saw my first dolphin. I couldn't 

believe it. I was living in paradise.

And then the dotcom crash happened.

Within four months, the company I worked for went under, and took my work visa with it. My savings dwindled very quickly, my debts 

mounted and I had 60 days to find a new job before the immigration authorities would demand my exit from the United States. I broke 

my lease (not recommended) and was surprised to see that the surfer dude manager of the building owned an actual suit, which he 

wore to court to give evidence against me. A friend suggested I moved -- temporarily -- into someone's spare room in Silver Lake.

Wearily, I packed my belongings into a friend's truck and followed her in my car, not enjoying the blue-blue sky or the palm trees or 

the beautiful people in sunglasses driving glamorous cars nearly as much this time. But I perked up immediately when we arrived in 

Silver Lake. The house was a tiny bungalow strung up with twinkle lights. It looked 3/4 sized. Which is good because I'm sort of 3/4 

sized myself.

The man who opened the door was wearing eyeliner and eye-wateringly tiny shorts. This was David. He became my fairy godmother 

and over the next 60 days listened to my daily tribulations of trying to find a job while my visa time was running out.

He showed me to my room, which wasn't strictly a room, it was part of the living room with double doors and curtains made of 

strangely familiar red material. I peered at the drapes curiously.

"Oh," said David, "A friend of mine supplies textiles to Victoria's Secret."

I looked again.

Yes, I was now living in a tiny 3/4 sized bungalow living room in Silver Lake with bra material as drapes over the glass doors. It all 

seemed fitting. And again, a lot like Valley of the Dolls, which is how I always imagined Los Angeles to be. It was perfect.
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Thirteen years on (and a great many adventures later), 

I'm still here. Well, I'm back here. I ended up moving 

to New York City for seven years, for work, and 

returned home early last year.

I said home.

Because that's how it feels.
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